2014: WCASA Year-in-Review

WCASA’s 30th Anniversary
Dining for Peace, Prevention & Healing:
A Fundraiser for WCASA
Olbrich Gardens, Madison - September 26

ALL* Workgroup
launches a 3-year plan to
address sexual violence and
oppression

Sponsored Trainings
Teen Summit on Dating & Sexual Violence, White
Privilege Conference, Racial Justice Summit, Paths to
Healing (a male survivor focused conference)

Survivors and Allies
Task Force
Survivor-driven alliance
informs programming
for survivors and allies.
Read this survivor’s story
here.

Leaders in Violence Prevention

Promoting efforts to address
Campus Sexual Assault

Please donate to help us continue this work. Go to wcasa.org/pages/donate.php
Voice
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See 2015 Calendar on wcasa.org!

Wrap Around the Capitol

Increased Visibility

New Evaluation Clearinghouse
Tools and resources help programs to evaluate and improve prevention and advocacy services

The Attorney General’s Sexual Assault Response Team
A seat at the table to address the processing and payment of forensic exams and untested rape kits

Addressing Sexual Assault in Prisons

LGBTQ Committee and Training
raises awareness and gives voice to people who are marginalized based on gender, gender identity, gender expression, and sexual orientation

The NFL Provided Funds for coalitions nation-wide to support hotline services - WCASA issued several subgrants

UMOS Latina Resource Center becomes the 50th Sexual Assault Service Provider (SASP)!

Building Networks between sexual assault advocacy and reproductive health to enhance services and promote healthy sexuality

UMOS
Building Better Futures

New Staff hired in the past year that will change public policy, shape the public debate, expand outreach and improve community capacity

Voices of Courage Awards

**Not pictured here: Pamela Christopher, Monroe Chamber of Commerce**